
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-8: V-C Silent E

Spelling Words Review

phone

blame

alive 

  became

ignite

surprise

beside

supervise

froze

impose 

  alone

  adore

  scrape

  drapes 

awhile

lemonade 

underline 

include 

calculate

behave 

 

juice

music

uniform

Challenge

peruse

evaporate  

Answer the questions.

1.  Which two letters in the word phone make the /f/ sound?                           ______________________
                                         

2.  Does the letter c in the word became make the /s/ sound or the /k/         ______________________

              sound?                                         

3.  Does the letter s in the word impose make the /s/ sound or the /z/             ______________________

     sound?    
                    
4.   Only one of your spelling words begins with three consonants in a row.    ______________________

      Which spelling word is it?                        
        
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  admire or love deeply                            _________________________

6.  all by yourself           _________________________

7.  to light a fire                       _________________________

8.  to accuse someone else of being at fault or doing wrong           _________________________
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    pivrsuese     ___________________       hint: oversee a task or project 

10.  srapde         ___________________       hint: long, thick curtains
 

11.  wlaieh          ___________________       hint: occurring for a short time 

12.  alnomdee   ___________________       hint: a sweet and tart drink 
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Name: _________________________________                                 List D-8:  V-C Silent E

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

behave alive calculate surprise

beside froze include underline

13.  The children were told to  _______________________  respectfully at the ceremony. 

14.  One way to punctuate the title of a book is to  _______________________  it.   

15.  On Sunday, we threw a  _______________________  birthday party for Grandpa.        
 

16. When the temperature dropped this weekend, the pond in our yard  _____________________.
 
  
17. It only took a few moments for Mr. Randall to  _______________________  the sum in his head.  

18. Kolby found a jellyfish that had washed up on the beach, but it wasn't  ___________________.

19. When you fill out the form with your phone number, be sure to  _______________________  the 

area code. 
 
20. You'll find the house keys laying  _______________________  the sugar bowl on the kitchen 

counter.  

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word contains three syllables?          __________________________
 

22. Identify the review word that contains two syllables.                       __________________________

                

23. Which review word contains one syllable?          __________________________

24. Name the challenge word that means “to inspect or examine.”   __________________________

25. Name the challenge word that means “change from a liquid       __________________________

to a gas.”        
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-8: V-C Silent E

Spelling Words Review

phone

blame

alive

became

ignite

surprise

beside

   supervise

   froze

   impose  

   alone

   adore

   scrape

drapes

awhile 

lemonade

underline

include 

 calculate

 behave 

juice 

music

uniform 

Challenge

peruse 

evaporate

Answer the questions.

1.  Which two letters in the word phone make the /f/ sound?                           ph
                                         

2.  Does the letter c in the word became make the /s/ sound or the /k/         /k/ sound

              sound?                                         

3.  Does the letter s in the word impose make the /s/ sound or the /z/             /z/ sound 

     sound?    
                    
4.   Only one of your spelling words begins with three consonants in a row.    scrape

      Which spelling word is it?                        
        
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  admire or love deeply                            adore

6.  all by yourself           alone

7.  to light a fire                       ignite

8.  to accuse someone else of being at fault or doing wrong           blame
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    pivrsuese     supervise                  hint: oversee a task or project 

10.  srapde         drapes            hint: long, thick curtains
 
11.  wlaieh          awhile            hint: occurring for a short time 

12.  alnomdee   lemonade            hint: a sweet and tart drink 
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Name: _________________________________                                 List D-8:  V-C Silent E

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

behave alive calculate surprise

beside froze include underline

13.  The children were told to behave respectfully at the ceremony. 

14.  One way to punctuate the title of a book is to underline it.   

15.  On Sunday, we threw a surprise birthday party for Grandpa.        
 

16. When the temperature dropped this weekend, the pond in our yard froze.
 
  
17. It only took a few moments for Mr. Randall to calculate the sum in his head.  

18. Kolby found a jellyfish that had washed up on the beach, but it wasn't alive.

19. When you fill out the form with your phone number, be sure to include the 

area code. 
 
20. You'll find the house keys laying beside the sugar bowl on the kitchen counter.  

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word contains three syllables?          uniform 
 

22. Identify the review word that contains two syllables.                       music

                

23. Which review word contains one syllable?          juice

24. Name the challenge word that means “to inspect or examine.”   peruse 

25. Name the challenge word that means “change from a liquid       evaporate

to a gas.”        
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